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Abstract 
In distributed object management systems, the notion of interface type is 
important for supporting type checking of interfaces during bind time. In 
particular, conformance rules for interface types express conditions for 
substitutability. Unfortunately, generally applicable conformance rules for stream 
interfaces have so far proven difficult to define. In this paper we propose a general 
definition of stream interface conformance satisfying the key requirement that it 
preserves computational compatibility. This ensures the continued service of 
existing clients when a stream interface is substituted for by a new conforming 
stream interface. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In an open distributed system, there is no guarantee that components are built 
using the same technology. In particular, future distributed multimedia 
applications will involve components supporting different audio/video formats, 
compression schemes, networking protocols, and hardware solutions. 
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It is therefore important to have in place object management facilities in support 
of distributed multimedia applications, capable of flexibly interconnecting stream 
endpoints despite the fact that they may exhibit various forms of heterogeneity 
with respect to media stream properties and coding formats. An important 
foundation on which to build this kind of support is a proper type model for 
streams - a model allowing stream endpoint conformance and compatibility to be 
checked and resolved. Informally, compatibility ensures that the properties of a 
source flow are as expected by the sink, while conformance express conditions for 
substitutability of flows and stream interfaces. 

Generally applicable conformance rules for interfaces including continuous 
media flows, however, have so far proven difficult to define. This is partly due to 
the observation that the most appropriate basis for deciding compatibility (and 
subtyping) of multimedia flows is application-dependent. 

In this paper we propose a definition of stream interface conformance based on 
an earlier proposed type model for stream flows (Eliassen & Nicol, 1996). In the 
model, a flow type specification is interpreted as a set of potential stream flow 
properties. This supports the definition of a variety of flow type relationships 
based on set theory. The proposed definition of conformance satisfies the key 
requirement of preserving compatibility of the flows. This ensures the satisfaction 
of existing clients when a stream interface is substituted for by a new conforming 
stream interface. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we offer 
further motivation for our work. Following that, in section 3 we then present the 
main ideas of a type model for continuous media flows. Section 4 introduces the 
notion of flow compatibility. Section 5 discusses requirements to a conformance 
relationship of stream interfaces, and offers a definition. Section 6 concludes. 

2 TYPE CHECKING AND BINDING OF STREAM INTERFACES 

The notion of stream interface have been proposed as the preferred means to 
convey media streams (Coulson et a!, 1992). A stream interface consists of a 
collection of source and/or sink media flows. A continuous media flow (such as 
audio or video) is a time-based value interpreted as a (finite) sequence of 
temporally constrained data elements. The temporal dimension of the data 
elements refer to their required time and length of presentation. This is expressed 
as a QoS annotation specifying, for example, required sample rate. Stream 
interfaces have been adopted in the work on Open Distributed Processing (ITU-T 
Draft Recommendation X.901, 1995) and TINA-DPE (TINA-C, 1995) and more 
recently by OMG (Object Management Group, 1996). 

Bindings are created between compatible stream interfaces for the purpose of 
exchanging continuous streams as dictated by the type and direction of the tlows. 
During binding, the interfaces to be bound must be type-checked for compatibility. 
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Informally, type-checking means ensuring that the properties of each source flow 
are as expected by the corresponding sink flow. 

Conformance rules for stream interfaces have been deemed outside the scope of 
the RM-ODP standard (ITU-T Draft Recommendation X.901, 1995); the proposed 
rationale for which is that the optimum form of subtyping will depend on the 
application. Although this is a valid observation, the advantages of detecting type 
errors at compile (or bind) time, rather than at run-time, are no less important for 
stream interfaces than they are for operational interfaces. In the work of TINA-C, 
the need for a compatibility relationship for stream flows that is more relaxed than 
equivalence, is recognized, but no definition is offered (TINA-C, 1995). Other 
works that recognize the need for type-checking of continuous media flows during 
binding but without providing generally applicable definitions, include (Bates & 
Bacon, 1995) and (Coulson et al, 1992). 

3 FLOW TYPE SPECIFICATION 

This section offers an overview of the type model for continuous media flows, and 
notation used as a basis for reasoning about type-checking of continuous media 
flows. Flows are used to model the behavior of continuous media devices or stored 
continuous media objects. In common with other proposals for multimedia 
information models, we distinguish between source and sink flows. 

Our approach to a flow type declaration is to provide media descriptor 
information as additional parameters of the type declaration, i.e., 

Flow fD [E1 ; E2 ; ••• ; EJ sC 

The flow denoted above features multiple element types E1 , E,, ... , En. The 
number of different element types we refer to as the element cardinality of the 
flow. Each element type specification includes a declaration of the generic 
element type such as Image or Audio, a label that within the flow type 
specification is a unique name for the element type, and for each generic element 
type, a specific set of attributes specifying quality properties of the element type. 
For images the set might include attributes such as width, height and depth, color
model, encoding, etc., while for audio the set could include sample-size, number 
of channels, and encoding, etc. The set of attributes denoted by fD may be used to 
specifiy temporal constraints on the elements of the flow. The symbol sc denotes 
a specification of the structural constraints of the flow. Structural constraints are 
specified using sequencing expressions similar to regular expression as follows: 

A a sequence consisting of single element of the type labeled A 

p q a sequence satisfying p followed by sequence satisfying q 
p I q the sequence satisfyoing p or the sequence satisfying q 
p* zero or more occurrences of sequences each satisfying p 
p+ one or more occurrences of sequence each satsifying p 
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p [ n l exactly n occurrences of sequences each satisfying p 
nil the empty sequence 

The purpose of sequencing expressions is to allow a source or sink to express 
"indvidual" requirements to the satisfaction of compatibility and conformance 
such as optional element types and element type dependencies. 

Element and flow descriptors are collectively referred to as media descriptors. 
The type of a media descriptor is a tuple type [a, : T 1 , ••• , an: T n] where 
a,, ... , an are attributes names and T,, ... , Tn are type expressions. The value 
of a media descriptor of type [ a 1 : T1 , ••• , an: TJ is a tuple denoted 
[a,: v 1 , ••• , an: vJ such that the type of v, is a set of values each of type T,. 

We assume that for each generic element type, a specific media descriptor type is 
defined by an appropriate authority. 

The view of an attribute value as a set of "atomic" values, will in general 
enhance the chances of successful binding. For example when a sink flow type 
specifies a set of different names on the image encoding attribute, it actually 
declares that it can accept flows where the images can have any of the indicated 
formats. 

Example 1: The following example is one of a partial specification of an MPEG 
video flow type featuring several optional playback rates. 

type MPEG =Flow [playback_rate:{24,25,30,50}] 
I:Image[encoding:mpeg_i]; 
P:Image[encoding:mpeg_p]; 
B:Image[encoding:mpeg_b] ] 

(I[l] (P+ B* I P*))* 

This specification states that an MPEG flow consists of three different image 
element types labeled I, P, and B respectively. The element descriptors specify 
encodings, while the flow descriptor specifies playback rates. The structural 
constraints of the flow is specified as a sequencing expression indicating that each 
group of image elements must start with an I-frame, followed by one or more P
frames followed by zero or more B-frames, or by zero or more P-frames. 0 

lnteroperability requires standard payload types be defined and uniquely named 
by appropriate authorities. This is the approach, for example, in the work of the 
Internet Engineering Task Force on a real time transport protocol (Schulzrinne et 
al, 1996) in which specific payload types such as different audio and video 
encodings, are assigned unique names by an appropriate internet authority. The 
value of the encoding attribute above could represent such globally unique names. 

A media descriptor can be extended with a set of value constraints. A value 
constraint is a predicate that constrains the range of specified values for an 
attribute. This could be used, for example, to capture the aspect ratio property of 
visual media (in which the width dimension constrains the height dimension). 

Definition 1 (Interpretation of media descriptor) The interpretation I (e) of a 
media descriptor e is a relational algebra restriction of the (extended) cartesian 
product of the attribute values of the descriptor. 0 
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The predicate of the relational restriction is derived from the value constraints 
of the flow type. Each tuple represents a possible combination of attribute values 
satisfying the predicate. This means that tuples not satisfying the value constraints 
of the flow, are removed (see (Eliassen & Nicol, 1996) for details). 

Definition 2 (Quality interpretation of flow type) The quality interpretation 
QI (M) of a flow type M is the (extended) cartesian product of the interpretations 
of the media descriptors of its element types and its flow descriptor. 0 

Definition 3 (Structural interpretation of flow type) The structural interpretation 
SI (M) of a flow type M with sequencing expression p is the set of element 
sequences satisfying p. 0 

The above interpretations of a flow type allows us to define a variety of flow 
type relationships such as subtyping and compatibility based on set theory. 

4 FLOW TYPE RELATIONSHIPS 

When interpreting types as sets, the usual semantics of the subtype relationship is 
that of set inclusion. We may therefore define a flow type M to be a subtype of the 
flow type N if the interpretation of M is a subset of the interpretation of N. In the 
following let at tr ( T) denote the set of all attribute names of the flow type T, 
and ecard ( T) the element cardinality ofT. 

Definition 4 (Strict subtype relationship) For flow types M and N with element 
types D,, D2 , ••• , Dm and E,, E2 , ••• , En respectively, M is a quality subtype of N, 
denoted M <q N, if ecard (M) = ecard (N), and there exist a permutation p of 
1 .. n such that D, and Ep(i) are of the same generic element type, and QI (M) ~ 
QI (N). M is a structural subtype of N, denoted M <. N, if SI (M) ~ SI (N). 
Futhermore, M is a strict subtype of N, denoted M < N, if M <q N and M <. N. 0 

From the above definition, we may, for example, derive that Flow [A; B] is a 
strictsubtypeofFlow[C;D] ifi(A) ~I(C) andi(B) ~I(D). 

Example 2: For the following two flow types M and N, M is a subtype ofN 

M Flow [rate:4] [I:Irnage 
[width:{640,320} 1 height:480] J 

N Flow [rate: {4, 5} J [I: Image 
[width:{155 1 320 1 640} 1 height:{240 1 480}]] 0 

We also define a relaxed flow quality subtype relationship where the subtype 
may support fewer element types than the supertype such that, for example, 
Flow [A] is a relaxed subtype of Flow [B; C] when I (A) ~I (B). 

Definition 5 (Relaxed subtype relationship) For flow types M and N with element 
types D11 D2 1 ••• I Dm and E,, E2 , ••• , En respectively, M is a relaxed quality 
subtype of N, denoted M <-q N, if ecard (M) :::; ecard (N) and there exist a 
permutation p of 1 .. rn such that D, and Ep(i) are of the same generic element 
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type, and QI (M) ~ rrattr(M)QI (N)' where IT denotes the relational algebra 
projection operator. Furthermore, M is a relaxed subtype of N, denoted M <- N, if M 
<-q Nand M <. N. 0 

Example 3: In this example, the flow type MPEG_ v is a relaxed subtype of the 
flow type MPEG_AV. 

type MPEG_V Flow [] [ 
I:Image[encoding:mpeg_i]; 
P:Image[encoding:mpeg_p]; 
B:Image[encoding:mpeg_b] ] 

(I [1] P[1] B[2]) * 

type MPEG_AV Flow [] [ 
I:Image[encoding:mpeg_i]; 
P:Image[encoding:mpeg_p]; 
B:Image[encoding:mpeg_b]; 
A:Audio [ ... ] ] 

(I[1] P+ B* A*)* 0 

It seems, however, too restrictive to require that the source-supported set of flow 
qualities must be a subset of the sink-supported set of flow qualities to allow 
attempts to bind. A more appropriate approach would be to allow attempts to bind 
if they can at least support one common flow. This relationship we refer to as 
quality compatibility. If the two flow endpoints can support several common flow 
qualities, a flow quality negotiation protocol may be employed to choose the actual 
flow quality to be used. 

Definition 6 (Strict quality compatibility relationship) For flow types M and N 
with element types types D1 , D2 , ••• , Dm and E1 , E,, ... , En respectively, M is 
strictly quality compatible with N, denoted M <> q N, if ecard (M) = ecard (N) 
and there exist a permutation p of 1 .. n such that D1 and Ep 111 are of the same 
generic element type, and QI (M) n QI (N) -:t 0. 0 

It follows from definition 6 that we may for example conclude that Flow [A; B] 
<>qFlow[C;D] ifi(A) ni(C) ::t0andi(B) ni(D) ::t0. 

Definition 7 (Relaxed quality compatibility relationship) For flow types M and N 
with element types types D1 , D,, ... , Dm and E1 , E2 , ••• , En respectively, M is 
relaxed quality compatible with N, denoted M <-> q N, if there exist subsets a of 
1 .. m and 13 of 1 .. n of equal cardinality, and a bijection f from a to 13 such that 
fori e a, D1 and Et 111 are of the same generic element type, and 11Aa1M1QI (M) n 
11Aa1M1QI (N) -:t 0, where All (M) denotes the union of the attribute names of the 
flow descriptor and the attribute names of the element types of M identified by a. 
0 

A consequence of definition 7 is that two flow types M and N are relaxed flow 
quality compatible if a subset of the element types in each of the two flow types, 
are pair-wise compatible. Thus if I(A) n I(C) -:t 0, Flow[A;B] <->q 
Flow [ C; D] even if B and Dare incompatible, i.e. I (B) n I (D) = 0. 
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Definition 8 (Structural compatibility) Two flows of type M and N respectively, 
are structurally compatible, denoted M <>. N, if their structural interpretations 
have non-empty intersections, i.e. SI (M) n SI (N) = 0. 0 

Different variants of the compatibility relationship are given by the following 
definition: 

Definition 9 (Flow compatibility) A source flow of type M and a sink flow of type 
N are 
i) fully strict compatible, if M <> q Nand M <. N. 
ii) partially strict compatible, when M <> q Nand M <>. N. 
iii) partially relaxed compatible, when M <->q Nand M <>. N. 
iv) fully relaxed compatible, when M <-> q Nand M <. N. 0 

In a specific instance of a binding fully relaxed compatibility means that the 
sink might support element types not supported by the source, and the source may 
produce flow qualities not required by the sink. However, every tlow structure that 
can be produced by the source is acceptable to the sink. Partially relaxed 
compatibility means that there might be element types supported by the source 
that is not supported by the sink and vice versa. Furthermore, partially (strict or 
relaxed) compatibility means that the source could produce sequences of element 
types that are not acceptable to the sink. In this case a binding could still be 
allowed if the flow structures produced by the source can be constrained to the 
common set of flow structures supported by both the source and the sink tlow. 
This would make the resulting modified source flow type fully compatible with the 
sink flow type. Our approach is to allow a source to declare itself as constrainable. 

Defintion 10 (Constrainable source) A source flow is constrainable if it in any 
instance of binding is able to constrain its generated tlow structures to those it has 
in common with the sink of the binding. 0 

In general, the above definitions are meaningful only when the element types of 
M and N that are inclusion or compatibility related, have identical labels. We 
therefore assume this to be the case, possibly after an appropriate relabeling. The 
labels of the sequencing expressions must be relabeled accordingly. 

5 STREAM INTERFACE CONFORMANCE 

Conformance rules express conditions for substitutability. This means that a 
stream interfaces may be replaced transparently by another stream interface T as 
long as clients that used to bind to flows of the s stream interface must be able to 
continue to do so for flows of the T stream interface without modification of their 
supported flow properties. In such a case, T is said to conform to s. It follows that 
an important requirement to steam interface conformance is that compatibility of 
flows must be preserved formS toT. 
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Conformance rules for distributed object-based systems were pioneered in the 
work on the Emerald programming system (Black et al, 1987). For operations 
they are based on the rule of contravariance. This means that an operation f 
conforms to an operation g if the argument type of f is a generalization (i.e., 
supertype) of that of g and the result type of f is a specialization (i.e., subtype) of 
that of g. 

Contravariance may be applied to flows by viewing a source flow f: <<M as a 
function f: () -t M, and a sink flow h: >>X as a function h: (X) -t. Then, 
according to the above rules, f may replaced in any context where f is expected 
by a function g: () -t N, if N < M, i.e. g does not produce concrete flow types that 
cannot be produced by f. Similar reasoning applies to sink flows. 

The problem with the above definition of conformance is that the source flow g 
is allowed to support a smaller range of concrete flow qualities than the source 
flow f it replaces. Unfortunately, this means that compatibility is not always 
preserved from f to g. Hence we must require that g supports at least the flow 
qualities of f to preserve compatibility, i.e. M <q N. For sink flows, however, 
contravariance seems sufficient as an underlying principle. On this background 
we propose the following conformance rules for stream interfaces. 

Definition 11 (stream interface conformance) A stream interface type T conforms 
to a stream interface type s if and only if: 

I . T provides at least the flows of S. 

2. For each flow f of type M of s, let g of type N be the corresponding flow ofT. 
Then the following conditions must be satisfied: 
i) g has the same direction as f (source or sink); 
ii) if f is a sink flow then M is a (relaxed or strict) subtype of N; 
iii) iff is a constrainable source then g is constrainable; 
iv) if both f and g are non-constrainable sources, then M <q Nand N <s M. 

v) if g is a constrainable source, then M <- N. 0 

This definition of stream interface conformance preserves flow compatibility. A 
stronger requirement in item iv) would be to stateN =s M, i.e. g must be able to 
produce exactly the same flow structures as f, and no less. 
Theorem (compatibility preservation) If a stream interface T conforms to a 
stream interfaces, then computational flow compatibility is preserved from s toT 
such that if h is a flow compatible to some flow f in s, and g is the corresponding 
flow off in T, then his compatible to g. 0 

The proof can be made by showing that if f is a source( sink) to be replaced by 
the source(sink) g, and h is a sink(source) flow compatible with f, then g and h 
are compatible as well. For example if we assume case iv) of definition II and 
that h is a flow sink of type X such that X is fully compatible with M, then we can 
reason that X <>q M and M <q N giving X <>q N, and that M <s X and N <s M giving 
N < 5 X. This shows that X is fully compatible with N as well. Due to space 
limitations we omit the proof here. 
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Example 7: The following example illustrates a case where a video source of 
tlow type MPEG is upgraded to support additional playback rates, video encodings 
and audio, all encapsulated in a single flow of type AMJMPEG. We see that MPEG 
<- AMJMPEG. Hence the new video source must be constrainable. 

type MPEG =Flow [playback_rate:{25,30}] [ 
I:Image [encoding:mpeg_i]; 
P:Image[encoding:mpeg_p]; 
B:Image[encoding:mpeg_b]] 

type AMJMPEG 

(I P+ B*)* 

Flow [playback_rate:{20,25,30}] 
J:Image [encoding:jpeg]; 
I:Image [encoding:mpeg_i]; 
P:Image[encoding:mpeg_p]; 
B:Image[encoding:mpeg_b]; 
A:Audio[encoding:{PCMA,GSM}] ] 

(I P+ B* A*)* I (J A*)* 0 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have proposed definitions of compatibility and conformance of 
stream interfaces. These definitions rely on a proposed type model for stream 
tlows. A salient feature of the model we propose concerns the interpretation of a 
type specification as a set of potential tlow qualities and tlow element sequences. 
This supports the definition of a variety of tlow type relationships based on set 
theory. In this paper we defined subtyping and compatibility rules as a basis for 
defining conformance rules expressing conditions for substitutability of stream 
interfaces. 

We concluded that the proposed notion of conformance preserves compatibility 
with existing clients. This ensures the continued service of these clients when a 
stream interface is substituted for by a new conforming interface. 

In our current work work we focus on gathering practical experience using the 
type model in distributed multimedia applications. In order to accommodate 
continuous quality attribute types (such as float) in the tlow type model we are 
reworking (some ot) the definitions of tlow type interpretation, tlow subtype, and 
tlow compatibility to a more intentional style. The definitions of this paper have 
an extentional style based on relational algebra that assumes discrete attribute 
values. 
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